Activity days "Lysogorsky sanki" 2020
Activity days are held from 00.00 UTC February 14 to 03.00 UTC March 01, 2020 year
on all amateur radio bands, all types of modes.
"Lysogorsky sanki" is a rural festival of creative descent to homemade sleigh. Date of
the festival: February 15 - 16, 2020. A place carrying out: the village of Lysy Gory of the
Tambov district of the Tambov region.
Within the framework of the activity days, a special amateur radio station will work
R2020LS (Russia 2020 Lysogorsky Sanki).
Special QSL (postal card) with information about the event will be made and sent to all
radio amateurs who have established radio communication with special amateur radio
station R2020LS (Russia 2020 Lysogorsky Sanki) during this period.
QSL manager RN3RQ.
RO SRR in the Tambov region established commemorative awards for all radio
amateurs of participants of activity days who have fulfilled certain conditions.

DIPLOMA "Lysogorsky sanki" 2020
To obtain an electronic diploma it is necessary in the period from 00.00 UTC February
14 to 03.00 UTC March 01, 2020 year to establish a QSO (SWL) with
the following amateur radio stations, participants of the festival:
- R2020LS (Russia 2020 Lysogorsky Sanki);
- UA3RA, UA3RC, UA3RF, UA3RU, UA3REO, R2RX, R2RAU, R2RDA, R2RCB, R3RK,
R3RT, RX3RB.

1. For radio stations located in Europe - 10 QSO;
2. For radio stations located in Asia - 5 QSO;

3. For radio stations located in the Americas, Africa – 3 QSO;
4. For radio stations located in Oceania, Australia, New Zealand, Antarctica - 2 QSO;
5. For radio stations operating only on the VHF bands (2 meters and
above) - 5 QSO.
Communication with a special amateur radio station R2020LS required.
Repeated QSOs are allowed on different bands and different modes (each digital mode
form is considered a separate type of modes).
The diploma is free, issued electronically through the site https://ua3reo.ru/RLS/?eng
and is suitable for independent high-quality printing.
To issue a paper diploma, contact the diploma manager at: ua3ru@ya.ru

PLAQUE
Awarded for 5 connections (SWL) with R2020LS from 00.00 UTC February 14 to 03.00
UTC March 01, 2020 year on different amateur bands, different modes.

Repeated QSOs are allowed on different bands and different modes (each digital mode
form is considered a separate type of modes).
To get plaque need to contact the manager at: ua3rf@tmb.ru

Special awards from the Administration of the Tambov district
1. Cup – to the collective radio station with the highest number QSO with special station
R2020LS during the activity days period.
2. Cup - to the operator of an individual radio station in the Tambov region, set the
highest number of QSOs with a special station R2020LS during the activity days period.

3. Cup – to the radio station located outside the Tambov region and set the highest
number of QSOs with a special radio station R2020LS during the activity days period.
Repeated QSOs are allowed on different bands and different modes (each digital mode
form is considered a separate type of modes).

